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Abstract
Laser drilling in the percussion regime is commonly used in the aircraft industry to drill
sub-millimetre holes in metallic targets. Characteristic laser intensities in the range of 10 MW cm−2 are typically 
employed for drilling metallic targets. With these intensities the temperature of the irradiated matter is above the 
vaporization temperature and the drilling process is led by hydrodynamic effects. Although the main physical processes 
involved are identified, this process is not correctly understood or completely controlled. A major characteristic 
coefficient of laser–matter interaction for this regime, which is the absorptivity of the laser on the irradiated surface, is 
still unknown, because of the perturbing effects due to laser beam geometrical trapping inside the drilled hole. So, by 
using time resolved experiments, this study deals with the direct measurement of the variation of the intrinsic absorption 
of aluminium, nickel and steel materials, as a function of the incident laser intensity up to 20 MW cm−2. We observe that 
for this incident intensity, the absorptivity can reach up to 80%. This very high and unexpected value is discussed by 
considering the microscopic behaviour of the heated matter near the vapour–liquid interface that undergoes possible 
Rayleigh–Taylor instability or volume absorption.
1. Introduction
Laser drilling in the percussion regime is commonly used in
the aircraft industry to drill sub-millimetre holes in metallic
targets [1]. Laser intensity in the range of 10 MW cm−2
is typically used for drilling these metallic targets. At this
level of intensity, the temperature of the irradiated matter is
typically above the vaporization temperature and the drilling
is led by efficient hydrodynamic effects. Previous authors have
already discussed the mechanisms of the laser drilling [2]:
the irradiated area heats, melts and gets evaporated. As a
result of this strong surface vaporization, an induced pressure,
called recoil pressure, is generated. Due to its ‘piston effect’,
the recoil pressure applied onto this surface expels the melt
part out of the hole. Thus the evaporation mechanism is
the leading process of the laser drilling. Although the main
physical processes involved are identified, this process is not
totally understood and controlled because of the very rapid
variation of thermodynamic parameters induced by the high
incident laser intensity that occur on typical time scales of
microseconds and scale lengths of micrometres inside these
heated volumes.
Measurements of fundamental physical coefficients of
laser–matter interaction are very difficult because of the
complexity of the process and the resulting geometry.
However, the determination of the absorption coefficient of the
material for these high laser intensities is necessary: this issue
is fundamental for a physical understanding of the process and
more particularly useful as input for numerical simulations.
Usually, the absorption coefficients given in the literature are
for solid materials with totally smooth surfaces. But for
very hot melted metals this measurement is difficult to realize
Figure 1. Schematic representation of laser drilling. ORL0 is the laser radius in the focal plan and α the numerical aperture. During drilling,
the surface is heated (1), melted (2) and vaporized. The vapour flow becomes supersonic and the recoil pressure expels the melt layer out of
the hole at the side of the focal spot, first horizontally (3) then vertically (4). At the end of the drilling, the hole breaks through (5).
because of the geometry of the sample and the nature of matter
change above the melting temperature [3].
Several physical phenomena can increase the absorptivity.
They result from the intrinsic properties of the material, as
an effect of the temperature variation and the geometrical
evolutions of the surface target. The main goal of this work is to
estimate the absorptivity during drilling, by using thin targets in
order to suppress the inherent geometrical trapping that occurs
inside drilled holes with significant aspect ratios. Section 2
of this paper describes the physical processes involved in
laser drilling in the percussion regime. The protocol and the
experimental setup used are described in section 3. Section 4
presents and discusses the results obtained for a single pulse
drilling and possible phenomena responsible for the observed
variations. The reflectivity during drilling is given as a
function of the laser peak power. The measurements show that
this coefficient decreases to about 20% for the highest peak
power we used, whatever the nature of material. Section 5
summarizes and concludes on each hypothesis discussed in
the paper.
2. Physical description of phenomena
Laser drilling is the process of focusing the high-power laser
beam onto a workpiece, melting and vaporizing the material
to create a hole. In this work, the type of laser drilling is the
percussion mode; the laser is static related to the workpiece
during drilling. The whole hole is drilled along the optical
axis. Laser drilling is sequenced in five steps, schematically
represented on figure 1.
Firstly, the irradiated target surface is heated by absorption
of laser energy (figure 1(1)). The absorptivity depends on
three parameters: the material nature, the temperature and the
surface state. The fraction of this absorptivity that is a function
of the temperature and the material nature is called intrinsic
absorptivity, and typically for steel it is about 0.35 at 1064 nm
[4, 6]. The surface roughness increases the absorptivity with
multi-reflections occurring inside microscopic structures and
the temperature is below the melting one.
Secondly, a thin layer on surface is melted (figure 1(2)),
the surface becomes smooth and then the absorptivity
is equal to the intrinsic one and is only a function of
temperature. The temperature is then between the fusion and
the vaporization one.
Table 1. Reflectivity of several elements at 1064 nm [5].
Au Ag Cu Al Ta Pt Ni Pd Co Fe Cr W Ti
R (%) 99 98 97 94 88 75 73 72 70 65 63 61 56
Thirdly, the surface temperature is higher than the
vaporization one. Then, the resulting saturated vapour pressure
(Ps) is above the atmospheric one. It is known that the recoil
pressure Pr is proportional to the saturated vapour; therefore,
Pr = APs, with the factor A being dependent on the ambient
pressure and the saturated vapour pressure. Its value varies
from 0.56, for expansion into vacuum, to 1, under high ambient
pressure (see [2]). The vapour flow is ejected normally to the
local surface. The recoil pressure generated by the evaporation
exerts a force on the melted surface that expels the liquid layer
out of the hole by the side (figure 1(3)), horizontally by the
‘piston effect’.
Fourthly, the ejected vapour flow becomes supersonic,
with a Mach shock disc (MSD) appearing in the flow [7]. The
recoil pressure is equal to 0.56 Ps, and for these conditions, Ps
is much higher than the atmospheric pressure. The irradiated
surface propagates deeper inside the target. The ejection of the
melt then becomes vertical (figure 1(4)).
Fifthly, the hole breaks through (figure 1(5)). The melt
part is ejected through the rear face and the laser interaction
stops.
Three phenomena might be cumulated during measure-
ments of absorptivity on non-prepared surfaces.
The first one, called the intrinsic absorptivity, are the
properties of the matter that depends on its optical index.
Drude’s model describing the electron behaviour inside the
solid [4], combined with the laws of electromagnetism, leads
to the determination of a complex optical index of material.
Table 1 displays examples of intrinsic reflectivities R of
several elements at 1064 nm and 293 K temperature [5]. This
coefficient depends on the wavelength, material nature and
temperature. At 1064 nm wavelength and on the steel target,
the absorptivity is between 0.3 and 0.4 for target temperatures
less than or equal to the fusion temperature. When the metal
becomes liquid, the absorptivity is modified and increases
by about 5% [6]. However, at the very beginning of the
drilling in this regime, on a typical time scale of 50 µs [7],
the reached temperature easily exceeds the vaporization one
and the variation of the intrinsic absorptivity is then unknown.
Figure 2. Experimental setup of the integrating sphere. A
photodiode is used for recording the time evolution of the reflected
laser beam. The target is tilted in order to collect the entire reflected
laser beam.
The second phenomenon is laser energy absorption by
the more or less ionized metal vapour. It is well known that
when an electromagnetic wave propagates through a plasma,
it can be reflected or absorbed in an inverse Bremsstrahlung
process. Because of the rather low plume temperature, the
absorption by the vapour plume above the target is negligible
for the wavelength of 1064 nm and for the laser intensity used
(20 MW cm−2) [8–10] and is discussed in this paper. The
absorption area is then located near the surface of the target.
The third phenomenon is a geometrical evolution during
laser drilling. It depends on the shape of the irradiated area
underneath the focal spot. For a curved or a roughness surface
some multiple reflections can occur and consequently perturb
the measurement of the intrinsic absorption. The deformed
surface by the recoil pressure can trap the laser beam. This
consideration will be discussed later on.
So the interaction between laser and matter for these
operating conditions is rather difficult to analyse because of
the following.
• Matter is very hot, with the temperature above the
vaporization one (Tvap = 2770 K). The recoil pressure
is higher than the atmospheric one [11–13].
• The vapour plume is emitted in a supersonic regime [7].
The recoil pressure modifies the liquid surface and thus
the drilled hole morphology [14].
• The matter state is undetermined in the interaction area
because of the high level of evaporated material flux [15].
3. Experimental setup and analysis method
Experimental setup. The experimental setup is shown in
figure 2. It is based on a typical configuration for the study
of absorption by using a calibrated integrating sphere. The
YAG laser used is the HL201P from TRUMPF with a 1064 nm
wavelength. The laser is focused onto the target surface and its
spot diameter is 320 µm. The pulse duration is equal to 1 ms.
The whole laser parameters are frequently characterized. The
results were published in [7, 16].
In order to recover the complete reflection, the target is
tilted at an incidence angle of 30◦. This tilt does not modify
the intrinsic absorptivity of the metallic target [3], neither the
Figure 3. Typical signals recorder during drilling experiments.
Incident pulse (dotted line) and reflected signal (continuous line).
involved physical phenomena [17]. The internal surface of
the integrating sphere is covered with a BaSO4 layer whose
reflectivity is very close to 100% at 1064 nm. The photodiode
is an FND 100 polarized in a linear regime with 12 V and has
a typical response time of 10 ns.
Three metallic materials have been studied: aluminium,
nickel and steel. The target thickness is rather thin, typically
1 mm, in order to suppress the perturbing effect of multiple
reflections on the side walls of the drilled hole.
When using an integrating sphere, a preliminary
calibration of the integrating sphere is generally necessary.
However, for our specific drilling experiments of thin samples,
this calibrating phase can be avoided, if one can consider that
the transmitted laser pulse through the sample is characteristic
of the incident pulse with no perturbation. Therefore, the target
thickness should be thin enough to minimize the aspect ratio
(depth/diameter) of the hole and to allow a total transmission
through the hole. This point was of course confirmed by
preliminary measurements. For the samples we used, the
aspect ratio varied between 1.25 and 2 as a function of peak
power [18].
Figure 3 shows the time dependence of the recorded
signals given by the photodiode: The first one (dotted line)
corresponds to the incident laser pulse, and the second one
(continuous line) is the reflected one. The photodiode signal
(continuous line) obtained during a drilling experiment is
composed of five characteristic parts: parts 1 and 2 correspond
to the reflected signal recorded by the photodiode during laser
drilling before breakthrough. Part 3 corresponds to the hole
breakthrough. Parts 4 and 5 is the transmission signal that
corresponds to the incident signal where the reference value
can be defined. The average coefficient of reflection is then
defined by the ratio between the measured and the reference
value:
R(Ppeak) = measured value
reference value
.
4. Results
Figure 4 shows the evolution of reflectivity as a function of the
incident peak power for three materials: aluminium (full dot),
nickel (empty dot) and steel (square dot). Each point of the
Figure 4. Reflectivity as a function of incident peak power, for three
materials: aluminium (full dot), nickel (empty dot) and steel (square
dot). Errors bars correspond to the reproducibility of 10 shots.
curves is obtained by the previous analysis method and the
error bars result from the reproducibility of typically 10 shots.
The three curves present some fluctuations of reflectivity
for the low peak powers, 3 and 4 kW. These variations are
explained by the modification of the matter state. the initial
irradiated surface is rough; its reflectivity is lower or equal to
the intrinsic reflectivity of a polished solid target to 1064 nm.
By increasing the peak power of the pulses, surface melts and
becomes smooth like a polished surface. The coefficient of
reflection increases and the measurement obtained gives the
intrinsic value.
For 2 kW peak power (which corresponds to an incident
intensity of 3 MW cm−2), the reflectivity measured is close to
the intrinsic one at 1064 nm wavelength, considering the errors
bars: 0.94 versus 1 for aluminium, 0.72 versus 0.78 for nickel
and 0.65 versus 0.60 for steel.
For the highest peak power (18 kW, corresponding to
20 MW cm−2), the reflectivity decreases and reaches for
all materials 0.13 for Ni, 0.15 for steel and 0.18 for Al
corresponding, respectively, to 87%, 85% and 82% of
absorption.
5. Discussion
These reflectivities recorded for high peak power are very low
and unexpected compared with the admitted values, which are
generally between 0.4 and 0.6 in this regime. However, these
experiments are reliable because they are confirmed:
• by the intrinsic reflectivity values obtained at a low peak
power (typically less than 2 kW);
• by previous authors’ measurements [19] obtained in the
welding regime that would correspond to the medium peak
power used here between 5 to 8 kW.
Two reasons can explain these low values and are discussed in
this section. As previously mentioned in the introduction, the
absorption by the plasma plume is not relevant here.
The phenomenon of multiple reflections has to be
considered at two different scales. The first one is on a
macroscopic scale that corresponds to the hole size where the
laser could make several reflections as a function of the hole
profile and the aspect ratio. The second scale is in the range
of the microscopic structure generated at the liquid/vapour
interface.
Figure 5. Scheme of a U hole profile. ORH is the hole radius, ORL0
the laser radius in the focal plan, ORLZ its radius at the depth z, α
the numerical aperture, n is the normal at the local surface, OZM is
the maximal depth of the hole. OZ is the depth of laser periphery
reflection. i is the angle between the numerical aperture and the
normal n. β is the angle between the first reflected part of the beam
that makes a second reflection in the hole with the surface.
Macroscopic scale and hole profile. The following approach
estimates the hole depth for which the laser beam could
undergo some multi-reflections. Figure 5 is a schematic
representation of a hole drilled with a U profile and a laser
beam characterized by its numerical aperture (α) and its radius
in the focal plane (ORL0). The hole bottom is considered
hemispherical with a radius equal to the hole radius (ORH).
The external part of the beam is the first one to make possible
several reflections inside the hole, as shown in figure 5. This
multi-reflection will occur for a minimum depth ZM that we
can estimate.
With the notation of figure 5, one can write the set of
following equations:
cos(α) = OZ
RL0RLZ
, (1)
RL0RH
sin(2i)
= RL0RLZ
sin(β)
, (2)
sin(i + α) = ZRLZ
ORH
, (3)
sin(i + β) = 1 − ZZM
ORH
, (4)
with O ′RLZ = O ′ZM = ORH . Equations (1)–(3) lead to
OZ = RL0RH cos(α)
cos
[
α − 2 × arcsin
(
ZRLZ
ORH
)]
sin
{
2
[
arcsin
(
ZRLZ
ORH
)
− α
]} . (5)
With a geometrical optics description of the laser radius
evolution, equation (6) is easily found:
ZRLZ = ORL0 + OZ × tan(α). (6)
Equation (4) gives
ZZM = ORH

1 −
√
1 −
(
ZRLZ
ORH
)2 . (7)
Figure 6. Depth at which multi-reflections occurs as a function of
hole radius, for our operating conditions.
From figure 5, one can show that the beginning of multi-
reflections will occur for a hole depth OZM higher than
OZM > RHRL0
cos(α) cos
[
2 × arcsin
(
ZRLZ
ORH
)
− α
]
sin
{
2
[
arcsin
(
ZRLZ
ORH
)
− α
]}
+ ORH

1 −
√
1 −
(
ZRLZ
ORH
)2 (8)
Figure 6 shows the evolution of OZM as a function of
the hole radius. For hole radii between 0.35 and 0.5 mm,
multi-reflections appear when the depth reaches 0.4–0.8 mm.
As the drilling velocity is in the range of 2 mm ms−1 [14],
the phenomenon of multi-reflection will appear 0.2 ms after
the pulse beginning, corresponding to the measurement
time (see figure 3). Therefore, one can be confident that
our measurements are recorded for single laser reflection
conditions inside the hole.
Moreover, as the target thickness is constant and the hole
diameter increases with the peak power, the corresponding
aspect ratio decreases. Then the geometric evolution of the
hole reduces the probability of a multi-reflection phenomenon.
Microscopic scale: onset of Rayleigh–Taylor instability and
volume absorption. Close to the liquid surface and because
of the very high vapour flow, two microscopic phenomena can
occur. The first one is the development of Rayleigh–Taylor
instability. The second one is the growth of an absorbing
layer from the surface. These two phenomena are located near
or at the surface. They are a consequence of the irradiated
matter behaviour for this high intensity and so they increase
the intrinsic absorptivity.
It is well known that Rayleigh–Taylor instability occurs
when a heavy fluid is accelerated by a light fluid. Under
our conditions, the metallic vapour (light fluid) accelerates
the liquid metal as a result of induced recoil pressure. It is
also known that the non-linear stages of this instability leads
to the development of geometric structures composed of the
heavy fluid (here the liquid metal) penetrating inside the vapour
that generates a mixing layer [20]. These structures, called
Rayleigh–Taylor fingers, are characterized by high aspect
ratios and therefore they could be good candidates for ensuring
a local geometric trapping of an incoming laser beam. As a
consequence of this induced roughness, the reflectivity of this
surface should efficiently decrease.
The characteristic time tm and the most unstable
wavelength λm for the development of the mixing layer during
the Rayleigh–Taylor instability are given by [20]
tm =
(
λm
πGα
)1/2
where λm = 4π
(
υ2α
G
)1/3
,
where for our conditions α is the Atwood number close to 1,
ν the kinetic viscosity is about 10−7 m s−2 for metallic liquid
and G is the acceleration field given by the ratio of the drilling
velocity Vd and the pulse duration τ , typically 2 × 103 m s−2.
One then obtains tm = 60 µs and λm = 20 µm; as tm is
shorter than our measurement time (which is about 200 µs,
see figure 3), one can expect that this instability has time to
reach its non-linear phase.
For these intense laser irradiations, the evaporation
process is very important. For these conditions of evaporation,
the physical state of material near the liquid/vapour interface is
very complex and quite undetermined: matter is in a high non-
equilibrium state [21] with a probably very high gradient of its
properties evolving from the dense phase to the supersaturated
state [22] inside which micro- or nano-droplets induce Mie
scattering of the incoming beam. Thus, volume absorption by
this process may also play an important role in these conditions.
6. Conclusion
In this paper the intrinsic absorptivity during the laser drilling
process has been measured as a function of the incident peak
power (and thus incident intensity) on three different materials:
aluminium, nickel and steel. We have used an integrating
sphere that allowed us to obtain time resolved measurements
and therefore to avoid their perturbation induced by the
geometrical trapping of the laser beam inside the drilled
hole. For laser intensity regimes corresponding to the onset
of melting or to the laser welding process, the reflectivity
measurements obtained (typically ranging from 50% to 70%)
were in agreement with previous experiments. For higher
laser intensities, a characteristic of the laser drilling process in
the range 10–20 MW cm−2, the absorptivity is very high and
typically reaches 80% whatever the nature of material used.
In order to explain such high absorptivity coefficients that
are independent of the material used, we can speculate that
several possible mechanisms induce strong perturbation on a
microscopic scale at the liquid/vapour interface: Rayleigh–
Taylor instability probably increases the roughness of this
interface, and also strong local evaporation probably favours
scattering and absorption inside the disperse medium at this
interface.
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